
 

 

Biographies 

I like ‘guy’ things: 

sports, video 

games, women, 

dogs, drinking, 

football, shooting 

guns, war movies, 

action movies, sci-

fi movies and 

playing the hero. I 

am a red-blooded, 

American male 

through-and-

through. It’s just 

who I am. 

 

But, I have another side as well. I have a deep and 

entrenched creative side, which started with writing and 

evolved to include acting and radio. As a result, I have 

appeared in nearly 100 stage shows, been involved in 

dozens of motion pictures, including two independent 

features currently available on Amazon Prime. 

 

I have also been in broadcast radio for nearly 20 years, 

covering a wide range of subjects. Thus far, I have been 

honored to receive four GAB Awards from the Georgia 

Association of Broadcasters: Two for Best On-Air 

Personality and two for Best Talk Show. At this point in 

my career, I am a regular fill-in host for one of the 

largest talk stations in the country, 95.5 WSB and AM-

750. It’s been a wild ride so far.  

 

One last thing. I would be remiss if I didn’t close with a 

dedication and a shout out to my wife and four 

daughters. They put up with a lot from me and I could 

not be more blessed to be surrounded by such amazing, 

smart, witty and snarky women. They are my everything 

and they inspire me to never settle for doing anything 

less than my very best.  

 

You can find me on Twitter @AlanJSanders and my 

public Facebook page is The Alan Sanders Show. 
  

Alan J. Sanders 

https://twitter.com/AlanJSanders
https://www.facebook.com/TheAlanSandersShow/


 

 

Biographies 

I’m a native of 

Georgia who, 

through unforeseen 

circumstances, has 

had the opportunity 

to live in Ohio and 

Mississippi. 

Additionally, I have 

been able to spend 

extended periods of 

time in Europe, Asia 

and Yellowstone 

National Park. 

Having grown up in a home where my mom was an 

educator and my dad was an FBI Agent, I had the privilege 

of being blessed with an environment that valued learning, 

creativity and a sense of curiosity. 

 

After completing my undergraduate degree from Kennesaw 

State University, I embarked on a path that let me to the 

greatest job I could have ever thought of — being a Private 

Investigator. I have also managed to fall face 

first into opportunities that have landed me on the 

outskirts of the entertainment industry. Several years 

ago I was fortunate enough to outshine many entrants 

and win a random drawing, affording me a walk-on roll 

in the JJ Abrams film, Star Trek: Into Darkness. 

 

Capturing the momentum of this achievement led me to 

the job of fill-in co-host of the BK on the Air radio show. 

Dipping my toe in the radio industry made me eager to 

look for more opportunities and in early 2018 I was 

offered the chance to co-host The Wilder Ride, Getting 

Wilder by the Minute, a podcast devoted to the movies 

of Gene Wilder. Being a life-long fan of Gene Wilder, 

combined with my new found interest in radio and 

podcasting, made the decision to accept an easy one! I 

am looking forward to exploring the films Gene Wilder 

left for us to enjoy. 

 

My wife and I live in Georgia where we have served as 

foster and adoptive parents and are raising several 

daughters and dogs. 

 

You can find me on Twitter @waltmurray 
  

Walt Murray 

http://www.kennesaw.edu/
http://www.kennesaw.edu/
http://www.horizonscreening.com/
http://www.horizonscreening.com/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1408101/?ref_=nv_sr_1
https://www.facebook.com/bkam1450/
https://thewilderride.com/
https://thewilderride.com/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000698/?ref_=nv_sr_1
https://twitter.com/waltmurray

